We consider a black hole solution whose spatial boundary is a squashed three sphere in Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant. We solve the Einstein equations numerically and find a warped AdS black hole solution with arbitrary squashing parameter. This solution becomes the ordinary AdS-Schwarzschild solution when the squashing parameter is chosen appropriately. Motivated by this fact, we study N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory with zero coupling constant on a squashed three sphere and show that the thermodynamical entropy of this theory roughly agrees with that of the warped AdS black hole up to a factor of 3/4. We also study the confinement/deconfinement transition of the gauge theory. We evaluate the approximate Hawking-Page transition temperature of the warped AdS black hole and find a qualitative agreement between the transition temperatures of the gravity and the gauge theory. These results suggest a duality between the warped AdS solution and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory on a squashed three sphere.
§1. Introduction
New black hole solutions in AdS 5 spacetime have been extensively studied in general relativity, and they have played an important role in the recent developments of the AdS/CFT correspondence. 1)-3) One remarkable progress is the discovery of the confinement/deconfinement transition in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory (SYM), 4), 5) which was conjectured to correspond to the Hawking-Page transition 6) in gravity theory by Witten. 7) Such transition and correspondence were well studied in various contexts, 8)-29) and these results are regarded as evidence of the AdS/CFT correspondence. It is also known that the thermodynamical quantities in free gauge theory agree with those in dual gravity up to a factor of 3/4. 7), 30) In this paper, we present a new duality between the black hole, which is asymptotically a squashed three sphere at spatial infinity, and the gauge theory defined on its boundary similarly to the AdS/CFT correspondence. We construct a warped black hole solution on AdS 5 and compare it with its dual gauge theory.
Such a deformation of the AdS/CFT correspondence is also suggested from the studies on the topological massive gravity (TMG) in three dimensions, which is defined by the Einstein-Hilbert action with the gravitational Chern-Simons term. 31), 32) Black hole solutions called warped AdS 3 black holes were constructed within TMG in Refs. 33)-35) and recently generalized in Ref. 36) . It was conjectured that the warped AdS 3 black hole is dual to a two-dimensional CFT present on its boundary (see also Refs. 37)-41) for related works). These studies indicate the possibility of the deformation of the AdS/CFT correspondence even in higher dimension.
By assuming a metric ansatz for a warped AdS 5 solution, the Einstein equations reduce to a set of ordinary differential equations. We solve them numerically because those equations are too complicated to solve analytically. As a result, we obtain a two-parameter family of a warped black hole solution and a one-parameter family of a warped AdS solution. * ) Similar warped solutions were constructed for a zero cosmological constant case in the quest for black hole solutions in compactified extra dimension. 44)-49), * * ) The solutions we construct in this paper can be regarded as an extension of those warped solutions with zero cosmological constant to that with negative cosmological constant.
The dual gauge theory should be N = 4 SYM on a squashed S 3 because the warped solution becomes the ordinary AdS space when the squashing parameter is set appropriately. We note that the matter contents of the gauge theory are the same as N = 4 SYM, but there is no supersymmetry on the squashed S 3 . When we consider N = 4 SYM on R × M 3 , where M 3 is an arbitrary three-dimensional manifold, there is no supersymmetry in the theory unless M 3 is a maximally symmetric space. The proof is given in the Appendix.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We provide the metric ansatz and the Einstein equations for the warped AdS solution in §2. We construct the numerical solution in §3. Even though we do not know the analytical form, we can calculate the temperature and entropy of the warped AdS black holes. In §4, we study N = 4 SYM on a squashed S 3 , which is expected to be dual to the warped AdS solution. We summarize the spectrum in this theory and then calculate the effective action. We can compute the entropy using this action and compare it with that of the warped AdS solution. We will find that the ratio between them is nearly 3/4 for any squashing parameter. This result supports our expectation that N = 4 SYM on a squashed S 3 is dual to the warped AdS solution. §5 is devoted to the discussion. §2.
Metric Ansatz and the Einstein Equations
We parametrize the metric as
where σ a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the invariant forms of SU (2) defined as 2) and the angular coordinate ranges are 0 ≤ θ < π, 0 ≤ φ < 2π, 0 ≤ ψ < 4π. It is easy to show that the relation dσ a = 1 2 ǫ abc σ b ∧ σ c holds. In terms of these SU (2) invariant forms, the metric of the round S 3 is written as
On the other hand, in our metric ansatz (2 . 1), coefficients of σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are different if s(r) = 1. Hence, the t, r = constant surfaces (including the horizon) are regarded as squashed S 3 . Now, we investigate the solution of the Einstein equation,
where λ is defined as λ = Λ/6 and Λ is a cosmological constant. The complete set of Einstein equations are
5)
where
We solve the ordinary differential equations (2 . 5)-(2 . 7) numerically in this section. We construct two types of solution: a warped black hole solution whose horizon and AdS boundary are squashed S 3 and a warped AdS solution without a black hole. * )
Warped AdS Black Hole Solution
We construct an AdS black hole solution whose horizon is a squashed S 3 in this section. The horizon is located at F (r = r + ) = 0. To solve the ordinary differential equations (2 . 5)-(2 . 7), we also have to supply boundary conditions to s(r), s ′ (r) and δ(r). We can freely specify the boundary values s(r = r + ) ≡ s H and δ(r = ∞). The latter can be set as an arbitrary value by redefining t, so we set it as δ(∞) = 0. s ′ (r = r + ) is determined by imposing the regularity condition on the horizon. That is, the right-hand side of (2 . 6) must be regular at r = r + . Because the denominator of the right-hand side becomes zero at the horizon, the numerator must also be zero. * ) To the best of our knowledge, these solutions are different from the generalized Kerr-NUTAdS solution.
51)-53) We thank Yukinori Yasui for useful discussions on this issue.
Thus, the regularity condition is given by
Thus, the solutions have two degrees of freedom: (r + , s H ), which are the horizon radius and the squashing parameter at the horizon, respectively. These boundary conditions specify the series solution at r = r + to be
where F ′ (r + ) and s ′′ (r + ) are given by (2 . 5) and (2 . 6) as
3)
Equations (2 . 5)-(2 . 7) are easily integrated numerically using these series solutions as initial conditions at r = r + . In Fig. 1 , we show a solution for r + = 1 in the unit of λ = −1. We plot the value of s(r), as well as the ratios of g tt , g rr to those of non-warped AdS spacetime, i.e.,
where f (r) ≡ 1−λr 2 . As we can see in Fig. 1 , these functions behave as s(r) → const., g tt → r 2 and g rr → r 2 for r → ∞. In general, s(r) does not approach one but some other constant, and thus the AdS boundary of the warped AdS black hole is a squashed S 3 . We also show in Fig. 2 how s(r = ∞) is determined using (r + , s H ). We find that s(∞) appears to be a monotonically increasing function of s H for a fixed value of r + , as shown in Fig. 2 , and it diverges at some critical value of s H . When s H is larger than this critical value, s(r) diverges at finite r. We can show that a curvature singularity appears at such a point where s(r) diverges. Hence, the parameter range of s H for a regular solution is limited to the smaller value below a critical value, which is determined using r + , and we can set s(∞) to an arbitrary value by tuning s H .
Warped AdS Solution
In this section, we construct a solution squashed at the AdS boundary without a black hole. We call it a warped AdS solution in this paper. Such a solution can be constructed if we supply a boundary condition at the origin instead of the horizon. To avoid a conical singularity at the origin, we have to set s(r = 0) = 1 = F (r = 0). The boundary value of δ(r) can be set freely by rescaling t, so we set it to be δ(r = ∞) = 0 as we did in the construction of the black hole solution. The series Relationship between (r+, sH) and s(∞). For each value of r+, s(∞) monotonically increases from zero as we increase sH from zero, and it diverges for a critical value of sH. A curvature singularity appears on such a point of divergence. Thanks to this property, we can set s(∞) to an arbitrary value by tuning sH.
solution at r = 0, which satisfies these boundary conditions, is given by
s 2 in this expression can be set freely, so this solution has one degree of freedom. We show some solutions in Fig. 3 . * ) We can see that s(r), g tt and g rr behave as s(r) → const, g tt → r 2 and g rr → r 2 for r → ∞ in these solutions, like they do in the warped AdS black hole solutions. We also show the relationship between s 2 * ) We can introduce magnetic charge M by coordinate transformation ψ = −x 5 /M − φ and redefinition of the variable s(r) = Ms(r). In the limit of M → 0, the warped AdS solution does not reduce to the nonwarped AdS spacetime, 54) but if we take another limit s2 → 0, this solution reduces to nonwarped AdS solution.
at the origin and s(∞) in Fig. 4 . s(∞) diverges at a critical value of s 2 , as it did in the warped AdS black hole case for a critical value of s H (see Fig. 2 ), so we can set s(∞) arbitrarily by tuning s 2 . This warped AdS solution will be a vacuum or background solution for the warped AdS black hole solution which has the same squashing parameter at the infinity s(∞), similarly to the nonwarped pure AdS spacetime for AdS-Schwarzschild black holes. Relationship between s2 at the origin and s(∞). s(∞) monotonically increases as we increase s2, and it diverges for a critical value of s2. Thus, we can set s(∞) to an arbitrary value by tuning s2. s(∞) becomes one when s2 = 0. For this parameter, the solution becomes a nonwarped AdS5 spacetime.
Temperature and Entropy
In this section, we summarize the expressions of temperature and entropy of the warped AdS black hole solution we constructed in §3.1. We also illustrate the behavior of the temperature and the entropy of the warped AdS black holes and observe their similarity to those of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes.
The temperature of the warped AdS black hole is given by
where κ is surface gravity of ∂ t . We note here that the definition of temperature has an ambiguity that comes from the arbitrariness of the scale of time-coordinate t; we can freely rescale t as t ′ ≡ Ct and if we do that the temperature will be rescaled as T ′ = T /C. We fix this ambiguity by defining the temperature using always the metric (2 . 1) with δ(∞) = 0. This convention facilitates the comparison of the gravity theory to the gauge theory on the warped AdS boundary, whose conformal metric is given by (4 . 3). The entropy of the warped AdS black hole is given by Since the properties of T and S are quite similar to those of an AdS-Schwarzschild black hole, we expect that the Hawking-Page transition 6) takes place even for our warped AdS black hole, and the transition temperature is approximated using the temperature that minimizes the entropy. However, we could not show that it is really the case because it is not straightforward to calculate numerically the mass and the free energy of the warped black holes. * ) In this section, we study the gauge theory that lives on the spatial infinity of the warped AdS black hole. It is expected to be U (N ) N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory on a squashed S 3 , because the warped solution becomes the ordinary AdS space when the squashing parameter is set to one, where we have the well-known AdS/CFT correspondence.
First, we review the spectrum in this theory in §4.1. Then we calculate the effective action and study the phase structure of this theory in §4.2. The confinement/deconfinement transition occurs for any squashing parameter as long as the theory is well defined. We clarify the dependence of the transition temperature on the squashing parameter and show that the transition temperature becomes zero if the theory no longer applies. After that, we calculate the entropy of the gauge theory in §4.3 and compare it with that of the gravity theory. We find a good agreement between the entropies of the two theories and obtain the well-known ratio 3/4 for any squashing parameter s.
Spectrum
Consider N = 4 SYM on a squashed S 3 . The action is
where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, m = 1, 2, . . . , 6, A = 1, . . . , 4,
and A µ is the gauge field of U (N ). φ m is a scalar field and λ A , which is originally a gaugino in the16 representation of ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity, is a fourdimensional spinor in the (2,4) + (2, 4) representation under SO(1, 3) × SU (4). All fields are adjoint representation of U (N ). The gauge covariant derivative is defined as
. R in the mass term of φ m is the Ricci scalar of the background geometry. For simplicity, we will consider the zero coupling limit of this theory except for the zero mode of the A 0 as in Ref. 5).
In the gravity theory, the geometry of r = r 0 surface at the AdS boundary of the warped AdS black hole solution is given by
where ℓ ≡ −6/Λ and s ≡ s(r = ∞). We consider the N = 4 SYM theory on this background (4 . 2). The conformal factor r 2 0 /ℓ 2 can be neglected because of the conformal symmetry of the theory, and thus the background metric can be reduced to
We take the unit of ℓ = 1. In this unit, the Ricci scalar is given as R = 2(4 − s 2 ) in terms of s. On the background (4 . 3), the gauge theory (4 . 1) has no supersymmetry as shown in the Appendix. The dual vectors of σ a , defined as σ a i e i b = δ a b , are given by
In addition, there are Killing vectors that characterize the SU (2) symmetry of the metric (4 . 3):
Let us consider the spectrum of the fields on a squashed S 3 (4 . 3). We can find that the metric has SU (2)×U (1) symmetries that are generated by the Killing vectors ξ's and e 3 , respectively. Then, all fields on the squashed S 3 can be decomposed into the irreducible representation of SU (2)×U (1). Let us introduce two types of angular momentum operators
The commutation relations (4 . 7) show that we can simultaneously diagonalize L 2 , L z and W 3 , then all the states can be completely specified using eigenvalues of these operators. For scalar fields, the eigenstate is defined as
where J takes all the values of half-integer, and M and K take the value of K, M = −J, −J +1, · · · , J. The energy of a scalar field that conformally couples to a squashed S 3 is obtained as 56)
where α ≡ 1/s 2 − 1. This expression reproduces the energy of a scalar field on the round S 3 in the limit of s → 1. We must mention that the terms in the square root of this energy spectrum become negative when s > 2 for some J, K: J = 0 = K for example. In this case, the energy spectrum becomes tachyonic and the theory cannot be defined properly. The appearance of tachyon is due to the conformal scalar mass term Rφ 2 m /6 = 3(4 − s 2 )φ 2 m in the action (4 . 1), which becomes negative for s > 2. Hence, we have to set the squashing parameter s to be in the region 0 < s ≤ 2 so that the theory is well defined.
For spinors, we must be careful about their chirality. A spinor with a positive chirality can be represented as |J, M ; K with M = −J, −J + 1, · · · , J and K = −J − 1/2, −J + 1/2, · · · , J + 1/2. Its energy is obtained as 57)
Similarly, a spinor with a negative chirality can be represented as |J, M ; K with M = −J − 1/2, −J + 1/2, · · · , J + 1/2 and K = −J, −J + 1, · · · , J, and its energy is
We note here that this E (−) F becomes negative only for s > 4, where small-J modes become negative first for such a large s.
The spectrum of vector fields is also obtained in Ref. 57) , and it is given by 
is always positive for any s and any mode.
Effective Action and Phase Transition
We summarize how to calculate the effective action of this gauge theory on a squashed S 3 and then show the phase structure of the theory. Especially, the confinement/deconfinement transition occurs in this case. We illustrate the dependence of the transition temperature on the squashing parameter.
The expression of the effective action of free N = 4 U (N ) SYM theory is originally given in Refs. 4) and 5) utilizing a unitary matrix model (see also Refs. 14) and 24)). The derivation is parallel even for a squashed S 3 background, so we skip it. The difference from the round S 3 background case only appears in the energy spectrum, which was studied in §4.1.
The effective action I gauge of the free N = 4 U (N ) SYM theory on a squashed S 3 is given by
where ρ n ≡ π −π dθρ(θ) cos(nθ) and ρ(θ) is the eigenvalue density distribution of U (N ) generators in the large-N limit. Namely, ρ(θ) is the eigenvalue density of the Polyakov loop around the thermal cycle, and the effective action (4 . 14) can be obtained after integrating out all harmonic modes on a squashed S 3 from the N = 4 SYM action (4 . 1). V n in the expression is given by
where x ≡ e −1/T . z S , z F and z V are the single-particle partition functions of scalar, spinor and vector field, respectively, whose explicit expressions are
The expression of the effective action (4 . 14) shows that the effective action is minimized when ρ n = 0 for all n, which corresponds to the uniform distribution of ρ(θ), if the inequality
is satisfied. Since the single-particle partition functions are monotonically increasing functions of x and x takes its value in the range 0 < x < 1, the inequality for n = 1 is firstly violated as we increase x from zero, i.e., as we increase the temperature from zero. Hence, above the critical temperature T H marked by
where x H = e −1/T H , the uniform distribution of ρ(θ) does not minimize the effective action. It can be shown that the effective action becomes O(N 2 ) above this temperature, while below which it is O(1). This transition is known as a confinement/deconfinement transition of gauge theory. In Fig. 6 , we draw the phase diagram of the gauge theory on a squashed S 3 for each squashing parameter s. The phases below and above the critical line correspond to the confinement and deconfinement phases, respectively. When s = 1, we reproduce the result of Ref. figure that the critical temperature T H is close to this value when s is close to one, and it goes to zero in the limit s → 0 and s → 2. We can read off it analytically for s = 0 and s = 2 from the spectra (4 . 9) and (4 . 12), respectively, where the energy of the lowest mode becomes zero, and the condition for confinement (4 . 17) is no longer satisfied even at zero temperature. Therefore, this transition takes place for any s as long as the theory is well defined (i.e., 0 < s ≤ 2), and it goes to zero in the limit the theory breaks down. We discuss the implications of this phase structure to the gravity theory in §5.
In Fig. 6 , we also plot the minimum temperature of the warped AdS black holes for each squashing parameter s(∞). As we mentioned in §3.3, this temperature is expected to be close to the Hawking-Page transition temperature of warped AdS black holes. From Fig. 6 , we can see a qualitative similarity of this line and the SYM critical line, at least for s ∼ 1, while they behave differently for s > 2. We discuss the implications of these similarities and dissimilarities in §5.
Entropy and Comparison with Dual Gravity
In this section, we calculate the entropy of the gauge theory and then compare it with that of the warped AdS black hole solution we constructed in §3.2.
In Refs. 4) and 5), the exact solution of the effective action I gauge is obtained for T > T H in the large-N limit, and it can be approximated as follows if z n (x) ≡ z S (x n ) + z V (x n ) + (−) n+1 z F (x n ) decreases exponentially with n for n > 1:
The factor z n does in fact decrease exponentially, and thus we can use (4 . 19) as a good approximation. Substituting (4 . 19) into (4 . 14), we obtain the effective action in a very simple form:
The entropy is obtained from this effective action as
In Fig. 7 , we show the ratio of the entropies of the gauge theory and the dual gravity theory. They match well irrespective of the squashing parameter s, and the ratio takes a well-known value 3/4, even in the limit at which the gauge theory no longer applies (s → 2). This ratio is expected to become 1 if we take the strongcoupling effect into account. In the low-temperature region, the ratio deviates from 3/4 significantly, but it merely comes from the difference of the transition temperature between the two theories. Thus we expect that a duality exists between the warped AdS spacetime and N = 4 SYM theory on the squashed S 3 irrespective of s as long as the theory is well defined.
We must mention that the more we decrease the squashing parameter s to zero, the more we have to increase the temperature to achieve the convergence of the entropy ratio to 3/4. It may imply that the coincidence between the entropies of the two theories will be lost in the limit s → 0, i.e., the duality breaks down in this limit. On the other hand, the ratio is always approximately 3/4 at high temperature for any s. This is a physically consistent result because the squashing can be neglected and the duality goes to the ordinary AdS/CFT correspondence in the Poincaré coordinate at the high-temperature region. §5. Discussion
In this paper, we constructed numerical solutions of warped AdS black holes as well as warped AdS spacetime without black holes and considered N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory on a squashed S 3 , which is expected to be dual to the gravity theory in warped AdS spacetime. This duality between the gravity on warped AdS spacetime and the SYM on a squashed S 3 can be regarded as an extension of the usual AdS/CFT duality between the gravity on nonwarped AdS and the SYM on a round S 3 . We found some circumstantial evidence of this duality, although there is no supersymmetry in the gauge theory as shown in the appendix.
The entropies of the two theories matched up to a factor of 3/4 irrespective of the squashing parameter s, as long as 0 < s ≤ 2 and the gauge theory is well Fig. 7 . Ratio of the entropy of SYM to that of the dual gravity. The ratio becomes about 3/4 irrespective of the squashing parameter s even at low temperature. For smaller s, the convergence of the ratio into 3/4 is achieved at higher temperature.
defined. This fact suggests that the warped AdS/CFT correspondence works in this parameter region 0 < s ≤ 2. However, the temperature at which the ratio converges into 3/4 increases as we decrease s to zero. It may indicate that the correspondence breaks down in this limit s → 0.
As we showed in §4.2, the gauge theory exhibits a transition between the confinement and deconfinement phases as long as the theory is well defined. In the gravity theory, we have a minimum temperature line that resembles this transition line at least for s ∼ 1 as shown in Fig.6 . We expect that this minimum temperature line is very close to the Hawking-Page transition line of the warped AdS black hole, since the transition temperature of a nonwarped AdS-Schwarzschild black hole is close to its minimum temperature. If this expectation is correct, this result indicates that the transition lines in the two theories resemble each other qualitatively, and this agreement provides another evidence of the warped AdS/CFT correspondence.
Despite of these agreements, there are some discrepancies between these theories. For s > 2, the gauge theory is poorly defined while the warped AdS black hole does exist. The minimum temperature line of the gravity theory in this parameter region s > 2 does not resemble the critical line of the gauge theory. This result suggests an interesting scenario such that the warped AdS black hole becomes unstable when the dual gauge theory becomes unstable, i.e., when s > 2, and settles down into some other new phase. It will be interesting to investigate the dynamical and thermodynamical stabilities of the warped AdS black hole in this parameter region * ) and determine whether this duality between the warped AdS and the SYM on a squashed S 3 works in this parameter region s > 2. * ) For some black holes that have the same isometry as the warped AdS black hole, the stability was studied in Refs. 58)-62).
Multiplying γ mn and taking trace on both sides, we obtain R ij,kl = R 6 (g ik g jl − g il g jk ) , (A . 7) which indicates that M 3 must be a maximally symmetric space such as S 3 , R 3 and H 3 . Thus N = 4 SYM on the squashed S 3 does not have any supersymmetry.
